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TOUR IN BERLIN 

 
1. Monuments of Berlin 
(Duration: approx. 4 hours, pause included) 
800 years of Berlin history in one unique walk along the Allees and the elegant squares in the center of the city, 
discovering the most famous attractions: from the Museum Island to the Brandenburger gate, walking along 
the Wall to reach Checkpoint Charlie and the site dedicated to the victims of Holocaust. A complete tour to 
grab in a few hours the deep changings that made Berlin what it is today. 
 
2. Berlin in XX century 
(Duration: approx. 4 hours, pause included) 
The perfect way to get back in time and live the „golden Twenties“ with its cabarets, theaters and the historical 
cafees in Kurfürstendamm; but also a good chance to reflect on the tragedies that war always bring along, 
passing by bunkers and old train stations. We will reach the site dedicated to the Wall, that will tell us about 
the cold war and ist consequences on the city; in Potsdamer Platz, Berlin will come back to life under our eyes, 
and the Wall will fall to bring back hope. 
 
3. Jewish Berlin  
(Duration: approx. 4 hours, pause included) 
Silent small streets, inner courtyards, kosher shops and old factories: this is the old Jewish district, a small and 
unexpected peaceful area just a few steps far from the chaos of Alexaderplatz and the Hackescher Markt. The 
streets here used to be full of merchants, bankers, rabbis and intellectuals: a big community that the Nazismus 
tried to wipe out…but not all is gone: some traces are still here. Let’s find them together. 
 
4. Berlin and the Nazismus 
(Duration: approx. 4 hours, pause included) 
What happened to Hitler’s bunker and to his Chancellor’s office built by Albert Speer? And what about the seat 
of Gestapo? Let’s find all out with this tour, following the steps of Nazismus’ life, from the rise of Hitler to his 
decline, passing through the Reichstag, the Topographie des Terrors and the area of Hitler’s bunker, between 
Hitler’s megalomaniac projects for Berlin’s city planning and the ruins of a defeated town. 
 
5. East Berlin 
(Duration: approx. 4 hours, pause included) 
How was daily life in East Berlin? And how was living under Stasi’s control? Beside the Wall, walking around the 
historical districts in East Berlin, under the TV Tower and along Karl-Marx Allee we will tell you stories about 
risky escapes, ghost stations, death stripes, you will hear about “Intershop” and “Trabant” and about the very 
many aspects that so deeply influenced life and thoughts of an entire population for 28 years. 
 
6. Reichstag’s dome 
(Duration: 90 minutes) 
Climbing a snail to the top of the dome created by „archistar“ Norman Foster, we will recall the steps leading to 
the foundation of the first German Parliament, to the long „time out“ from the Thirties to the Nineties, up until 
its reactivation as Parliament seat after Germany reunification. 
PLEASE NOTE: the visit requires an advanced booking. Once fixed the date, we will take care of the required 
reservation. 
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TOUR OUTSIDE BERLIN 
 
If you travel to Berlin do not miss the chance to visit the small city of Potsdam, with the luxuriant gardens of 
the castels of Sanssouci and Cecilienhof. Have a walk on the Glienicke bridge, famous for the spy-exchanges 
during the cold war. 
30 km far from Berlin we also recommend a visit to Sachsenhausen, which was the seat of the first 
concentration camp, used as a model for the coming ones: a perfect working structure where more than 
200.000 persons were deported. 
 
1. Potsdam 
(Duration: 6 hours, transfers included) 
Castels surrounded by gardens, baroque palaces and Chinese pagodas, neo-romanic churches, windmills and a 
Dutch district...just a few hours in Potsdam will be enough to make you discover contrasting architectures 
reflecting fancies and whims of bizarre characters like Frederic the Great, who ordered the building of the 
Sanssouci Castle.  
 
2. Sachsenhausen 
(Duration: 6 hours, transfers included) 
A reflection on history, looking at the daily life and at the operations of one of the first Nazi concentration 
camp in the world. Following an itinerary though the barraks, the “special prison” and the extermination 
system, you will know life and sufferings of the prisoners and you will discover the everlasting traces left by the 
Nazi fury. 
 

 


